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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the 1992.1993 collider run at the Fermilsb Tevatron, the DQ detector was 
commissioned and collected 16.1 pbk’ of data which focused on high pr physics such as top 
searches and electroweak measurements. The B physics accessible in the first run of D0 
includes single, dimuon, and J/$ production cross section measurements over a wide range 
of rapidity and the measurement of the combined B” LP mixing probability x. 

Mixing between B” and its anti-particle can occur in the Standard Model via well- 
known box diagrams. The time averaged mixing probability x is given in terms of the mixing 
parameter z as 

P(B” + B’) 22 
x = P(B” - B”) + P(BO - B”) =;2+2.2’ (1) 

where z is the mass difference of the mass eigenbtates divided by their average decay width. 
Note if rdrrav >> r,,,i, then n >> 1 and 2 + l/Z. 

The mixing parameters zd and I, are of interest because they can be written in terms 
of parameters of the Standard Model 

G s 
z~ = G J~pBnpm.~,,~m, ,,,q *A(z) PC” ,&&;,s, 

for q = d or s quark and where J&BH~ is a calculable constant and I = 3. In particular, 
zd and I# depend on the CKM matrix elements V,, and V,.. An accurate measurement of x 
(or ,x.) can be used to set a lower limit on E. and thus help constrain elements of the CKM 
matrix. 

For the semileptonic decay of B mesons into muons, the combined mixing probability 
,y IS defined 8s 

X= 
BR(b + B” + L?u + ,,+) 

BR(b+ p’) ’ 

which is an average over both B,j and B,” mesons which can mix as well as charged B mesons 
which can not. The b or i can be tagged by the sign of the muon from the semi-leptonic 
decay of the B. 

The semileptonic decay of a BOB” pair into muons (direct decsy) will give rise to 
unlike sign dimuons. Flavor mixing of B B’ or LP will result in like sign dimuons. Like sign 
dimuons can also be produced by secondary decays in which one muon comes from the decay 
b + p while the other comes from the decay b - c + p. In the presence of mixing the 
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Table 1: Fraction of like and unlike sign dimuons from contributing processes 

fraction of like and unlike sign dimuons for various processes producing dimuons is given in 
Table 1. 

Experimentally, one measures the ratio R of Like to unlike sign dimuons. The data 
analysis for the measurement of R is discussed in Section 3. In order to extract x from R 
it is necessary to model the relative contributions of all processes contributing to dimuon 
production (see Table 1). Our Monte Carlo modeling of these processes is described in 
Section 4. Once the relative fractions of the contributing processes are known, x can be 
extracted from R as the solution to a. quadratic equation. 

2. THE D0 DETECTOR 

The D0 detector consists of inner tracking and transition radiation detectors, a 
uranium-liquid argon calorimeter, and an extensive moon detection system. Details of the 
D0 detector and its performance are given in reference [l]. This measurement emphasizes 
muon detection thus B few relevent highlights of the muon system are included here. 

The moon system consists of 5 iron toroids plus 3 layers of 1Ocm wide proportional 
drift tubes. A small angle muon system consisting of 3cm wide proportional tubes extends the 
7 coverage of the muon system to 171 < 3.3. Th e si ne g d momentum of the muon is measured 
by its bend in the toroid and multiple scattering thus limits the momentum resolution to 
be t 16%. The thickness of the calorimeter plus iron is 14-16 ,J. This implies a very small 
punchthrough probability (lo-‘) and also permits good muon identification within a jet, 

Each drift cell in the muon system provides B latch bit indicating whether or not it 
was hit for each beam crossing. The Level 1 muon trigger is a hardware trigger which uges 
these bits to look for muon hits in 60cm wide roads and requires at least 2 hita per layer in 
2 or 3 layers, depending upon the detector geometry. The Level 2 muon trigger is a. soflware 
trigger which uses code similar to that used in offline muon reconstruction. For this analysis 
the trigger requirement was two Level 1 muons and two good quality muon tracks from Level 
2 with pF> 3 GeV. 

3. DATA ANALYSIS 

The data set used in this preliminary analysis corresponds to an integrated luminosity 
of 6.4 pb-‘. Oflline cuts for the mixing analysis include: 

Two or three high quality moon tracks in 1~1 < 1.1; 
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Table 2: Fraction of contributing processes to dimuon events 

1 GeV energy deposition in the associated calorimeter ceU plus its nearest neighbors; 
JB dl for each moon > 0.5 GeV; 
A$< 160’ (cosmic ray rejection); 
mp,, > 6 GeV (removes J/$‘s); 
2 < d.< 25 GeV (ensures proper sign determination). 

In addition, each event is required to have at least one associated jet where an as- 
sociated jet is defined as a jet with EF’> 6 GeV within AR = \/A?’ + A@ = 0.6 of the 
moon. Further, all muons having associated jets in the event must satisfy p?’ > 1.2 GeV 
where p;’ is the transverse momentum of the moon relative to the jet axis. These cuts serve 
to enhance the fraction of dimuons coming directly from b$ decay. 

Using these cuts we find a total of 116 like sign and 234 unlike sign dimuon events. 
The ratio of like to unlike sign events does not change significantly if we relax the associated 
jet requirement and ask only that at least one jet be found anywhere in the event or if 
we relax the jet requirement entirely and impose additional cosmic ray rejection cuts. The 
fraction of cosmic rays in these events is estimated to be = 15% based on visual acan of 
a subset of the sample. Correcting for cosmic ray background we find the ratio of like to 
unlike-sign dimuons to be 

R& = 0.51 f O.OG(stot) f O.OZ(sy.9), 

where the systematic err01 reflects the uncertainties associated with our estimated fraction 
of cosmic rays. 

1 Monte Carlo Simulation 

To determine the relative fraction of the processes listed in Table 1, we use the ISAJET 
Monte Carlo event generator combined with P fast detector simulator. A sample of 10000 
dimuon events from b& and c? processes were generated using the ISAJET Monte Carlo 
which includes next-to-leading order contributions. The events were next passed through a 
fast D0 simulator which employs parameterieations of the DO detector response to hadrons 
and leptona as weU as the Level 1 and Level 2 trigger efficiencies. The offline cuts described 
above were then applied and the relative fractions of contributing processea of surviving 
events are shown in Table 2. 
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The accuracy oI the fast simulation model was checked by processing 5999 dimuon 
ISAJET events through the full GEANT detector simulation, complete trigger and recon- 
struction packages, and offline cuts. Similar fractions are observed within statistical errors 
to those in Table 2. 

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Assuming the relative fractions of contributing processes given in Table 2 and using 
the measured value of R from equation (4) we find the (time averaged) combined mixing 
parameter x to be 

x = 0.14 -tO.O3(atat)fO.O6(sya) (Pleldminary), (5) 

where the systematic error is dominated by the uncertainties in our estimation of the fractions 
of contributing processes. This error was determined by allowing the fractions of contribut- 
ing processes to vary within 3a and comparing the extracted values of x with our stated 
result. Our preliminary value of x is in good agreement with earlier results from CDF and 

LIP 1~1l31141 1511w1. 
In progress are improvements to this measurement including analysis of dimuon data 

from the full eta coverage (1~1 < 3.3 ) of the D0 d e ee or t t and reduced systematic errors 
through increased Monte Carlo statistics and the use of alternative techniques in estimating 
the fractions of contributing processes. With reduced statistical and systematic errors a 
lower limit on Z. can be determined. For Run lb of D0 beginning in January, 1994, an 
order of magnitude increase in collected dimuon events is expected. 

The real measurement of interest is za. A direct measurement of za must await run 2 
of DO when a solenoid and high resolution tracking system (scintillating fibers and silicon) 
will be added. Here za can be measured from the proper time distribution of Bzdecays using 
for example BI 4 D,srra and D, + #r with a muon tag on the opposite side. Estimates 
indicate an z, reach of 15-X could achieved with this method. 
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